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BERTEIG Vision

● Our work will be done when all businesses are humane, 
inspiring places to work, economic activity is harmonious with 
the betterment of all of humanity, and individuals’ talents and 
interests find expression in the creation of knowledge and 
beauty.
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About BERTEIG

● Berteig is a Canadian education development and delivery firm 
with global reach, specializing in helping your company develop 
knowledge, motivation and skills leading to measurable 
improvements in quality, speed and happiness.

● We call this outcome Real Agility™
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Real Agility™
● Our proprietary and proven Real Agility™ Program has been utilized in many industries 

and most predominantly within Financial and Insurance Services. 

● It is a proven Agile Transformation Approach that has been implemented across 
multiple divisions within large organization, including Capital Markets Operations and 
Technology, at the Global level. 

● It addresses and resolves manual processes, complex dependencies, information silos, 
and traditional mindsets.  It level sets the understanding and Agile experience across 
teams and it creates self-sustainable teams that function at a higher level than through 
other similar programs. 

● It is by design, highly scalable and is completely compatible across multiple different 
cultures.
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Overview: Why We Are Unique: Real Agility™ Program

● The Real Agility™ Program for Agile Transformation
– The Real Agility™ Program enables faster time to market, improved 

quality, reduced costs and a culture of business and technical agility.
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Improve quality, speed, and happiness in your organization... Real Agility™.

BERTEIG helps your leaders, managers and employees achieve Real Agility™.

We develop and deliver professional education programs leading to Real Agility™.

Transform Your Business
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Overview: Why We Are Unique: Real Agility™ Program
● By selecting BERTEIG for your transformation, you gain a partner who:

– Has successfully assisted many large and medium-size organizations with their Agile 
transformation initiatives.

– Understands your challenges, the pitfalls and your goals.

– Has successfully run pilot initiatives and scaled to deliver globally.

– Has successfully improved business results in numerous organizations.

– Puts your interests first, including our model of train-the-trainer and coach-the-coach.

– Knows that culture and leadership are the foundation of transformation.

– Has repaired transformations led by the large management/strategy consulting companies.

– Can get the job done quickly, correctly, effectively and sustainably
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Overview: Why We Are Unique: Real Agility™ Program

● See a powerful testimonial from Scotiabank (North and Latin 
America):
– https://youtu.be/twI8ulX_zdw

● See a powerful testimonial from Roche Global:
– https://youtu.be/9S2cw52Vx0I
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Agile Transformations at a Global Scale
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Agile Transformation: BERTEIG's Global Network

● We recognize that Global Transformations need to scale, scale 
consistently, and scale fast.

● Often across multiple time zones, across different cultures and 
across different divisions within an organization.

● Since 2004, as one of the longest standing Agile 
Transformation organizations in the world, BERTEIG has close 
partnerships with other highly regarded Agile Transformation 
experts, in every part of the world. 
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BERTEIG builds, delivers, supports and 
scales global Agile Transformations. 

We are where you are.

All of our services are delivered virtually 
with video conferencing and other 

collaboration tools.

We have a proven track record in doing so.
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Citi CMOT Problem
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Citi CMOT Problem

● The value and benefits that Capital Markets Operations & 
Technology delivers are hindered by several factors such as 
manual processes, complex dependencies, information silos, 
project mindset among other things. 

● Capital Markets Operations & Technology Agile Maturity Levels 
vary between teams and applications. Teams’ practices ranges 
between pure waterfall and some levels of agile.  

Source: Agile Transformation Vendor 
Engagement Overview presentation
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Problem Details

● Problem #1: Choose three pilot teams

● Problem #2: Transform 5,700 people into an Agile organization
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Solution

● The BERTEIG Real Agility™ Program
– Select pilot teams using the Assessment Track

– Create successful pilot teams with the Delivery Track 

– Scale the transformation with the Management Track

– Finish the transformation with the Leadership Track
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Real Agility™ Program
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Real Agility™ Program

● BERTEIG Agile Coaching delivers results that transform your 
organization with new thinking, innovations, and strategies 
rather than simply supporting and enhancing traditional 
methods. 

● Agile frameworks allow organizations to deliver business value 
quickly. The benefits of these frameworks are clear: projects 
are more profitable, easier to deliver, and provide 
transformational change at the organizational level.



6 Program Stages
These stages represent levels of 
maturity for those groups in the 
program. The stages each group goes 
through are:
1) Prepared – current state measured
2) Launched – the group is in the 

program
3) Stable – Real Agility™ practices in 

place
4) Performing – measurable 

improvements
5) Sustainable – Real Agility™ 

enculturated
6) Innovating – beyond “core” Real 

Agility™

Agile Transformation Framework: The Real Agility™ Program

4 Program Tracks
Groups of people within your 
organization participate in the Real 
Agility™ Program by following one or 
more “tracks”. Each track is designed 
for a different audience:
● Executive leaders
● Senior and middle management
● Staff delivering valuable results
● Those assessing progress in the 

program

LEADERSHIP
TRACK

ASSESSMENT
TRACK

TRACK
VERYED LI

TRACK
A NTNAM GEME

Quality, Speed, Happiness
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Real Agility™ Program
● As an organization works toward Real Agility™, it goes through six levels of maturity:

1) Prepared. The leadership of an organization has made a commitment to change and the current state of 
the organization is benchmarked.

2) Launched. Initial training for the organization is completed and systematic coaching programs for each 
Track have started.

3) Stable. Participants are able to execute the basic frameworks and techniques (such as Kanban or Scrum) 
which lead to Real Agility™.

4) Performing. The organization is seeing measurable improvements in business results such as time-to-
market or return-on-investment.

5) Sustainable. A critical number of people in the organization have taken ownership of the new mindset, 
frameworks and techniques.

6) Innovating. The organization is creating its own new ways of achieving Real Agility™ without outside 
support.
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Real Agility™ Program – Assessment Track

● Expert, experienced consultants provide a comprehensive set 
of recommendations after in-depth consultation and 
evaluation. 

● These recommendations focus on strategies to double the 
productivity of the organization and achieve enterprise agility.

NOTE: Details of the Assessment Track are in the appendix
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Real Agility™ Program – Delivery Track

● Real Agility agile coaching supports staff teams to boost their 
creativity, inspire their innovation, improve the quality of results, 
increase their engagement and advance their productivity using 
a transformative team development approach.

NOTE: Details of the Delivery Track are in the appendix
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Real Agility™ Program – Management Track

● By accompanying a cohort of mid-level managers to learn the 
techniques, to develop new skills and to apply them directly, 
experienced Real Agility Agile Coaching experts ensure the 
organization sustains its progress into the future.

NOTE: Details of the Management Track are in the appendix
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Real Agility™ Program – Leadership Track

● Real Agility Agile Coaching experts support leadership teams 
to develop good strategic management skills through 
systematic culture change to ensure that critical success 
factors are managed by the people who wield both the 
authority and influence necessary to succeed.

NOTE: Details of the Leadership Track are in the appendix



Agile Ways of Working: The Map of Real Agility™

Test Automation
DevOps & Cloud
Full-Stack Skills

Systems Thinking
Kanban & TPS

Lean Six-Sigma

Social Impact
Purpose & Values
Unity in Diversity

Leadership Circle
Servant Leadership

Design Thinking

Scrum, XP
Teams & Collaboration
Iterative & incremental

Lean
Thinking

Community
Development

Leadership
Growth

Agile
Methods

Positive Deviance
Kanban & Scrum

Open Space Agility

Organizational
Change

Technical
Practices

Real Agility™ is the BERTEIG approach and operational model to help 
with organizational transformations

Including Agile, Digital, IT and Leadership transformations.

Quality, Speed, Happiness
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Customizing the Real Agility™ Program

● Our high-leverage, interactive services always incorporate 
proven train-the-trainer and coach-the-coach activities.

● In particular, we help your executives and managers lead by 
example and become stronger coaches to the rest of the 
organization.

● We collaborate with you to develop the roles, responsibilities, 
the mindset, knowledge and skill to continue to be productive 
after we have gone.



DELIVERY

SPEED SCOPE SUPPO
RT

MANAGEMENT
LEADERSHIP

ASSESSMENT

Lean
Thinking

Community
Development

Leadership
Growth

Agile
Methods

Organizational
Change

Technical
Practices

Customizing the Real Agility™ Program

Coaching/Consulting 
Service

We work with Citi leadership, 
management and staff to 
understand your situation and needs. 

The Real Agility Assessment guides 
our customization of the Real 
Agility™ Program for you in order to 
foresee potential pitfalls and guide 
your organization correctly.
 
We deliver coaching and consulting 
services to improve your business 
results with Real Agility™.

Configuration Options

There are three main considerations 
for customizing the Real Agility™ 
Program:

1) Speed / intensity – how fast does 
your organization need results?

2) Scope or span – how much of 
your organization needs to 
participate?

3) Level of support – how much will 
you rely on BERTEIG for services?

STEP

1
Real Agility™
Assessment

STEP

2
Real Agility™
Customization

STEP

3
Real Agility™
Program 
Delivery
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Pilot Phase
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Pilot Phase
● BERTEIG will support Citi in a pilot phase focused on North America and APAC. 

We will use the Real Agility™ Assessment Track and Delivery Track.

● In the Assessment Track we will select the 3 teams, measure their current state 
and evaluate the most critical metrics for each team. Our goal is to improve 
quality and reduce costs/wastes in each team.

● Each team in the pilot phase sets specific targets and communicates those to 
stakeholders.

● We will coach the teams’ meetings and events so that each team can 
accomplish the expected results for both their work and for their Agile 
practices and mindset.
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Pilot Phase (cont.)
● Our focus for lessons learned is to ensure the bottlenecks and the challenges for each 

team are identified and resolved so that the Agile Transformation Scalable Plan will be 
successful.

● We will use the insights, findings and challenges that are uncovered during the pilot 
phase as inputs for the Agile Transformation Scalable Plan. The scaling process will be 
tailored to fit with Citi CMOT reality.

● Teams with different cultural standpoints will gradually be brought together in a 
common understanding of what Agile is, and what it is not for Citi CMOT.

● BERTEIG will facilitate periodic vision reviews, as well as periodic roadmap reviews, to 
ensure that the plans reflect reality and produce the best results considering 
challenges from every region and cultural standpoint.
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Pilot Phase

Timeline is not to scale.

Total elapsed time is 5 months.

Value Proposition:
● Program launch with three teams
● KPIs and OKRs Improvement
● Team Capability Increase
● Agile Transformation Scalable Plan

Quality,
Speed,

Happiness

  DONE
Assessment
Track and 

Team Selection
Delivery Track

Results Monitoring
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Pilot Phase

2021

Assessment Track and Team Selection

Team Coaching (Delivery Track)

KPI/OKR Improvements Tracking

09 10 11 12 0108

Agile Transformation Scalable Plan

DONE 2022

Agreement
Signed
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Pilot Phase - Assessment Track and Team Selection
● Benchmark assessment and Team Selection (2 weeks elapsed time):

– Real Agility Assessment culture benchmark survey and report (RAA)
– Organization KPIs and OKRs (current state and near history)
– Real Agility Management Aptitude (RAMA)
– 10 x 1-on-1 interviews with key personnel
– 5 x organizational discovery workshops
– 15 x in-depth team discovery workshops
– Team evaluation

● Deliverables: data summary, analysis, recommendations, program
customization, facilitators' guides and program launch with three teams
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Pilot Phase - Assessment Track and Team Selection

● Team selection
– Stable teams: teams with least turnover
– Independent: cohesive, not shared across multiple 

projects
– Measurable financial results: teams with actions 

that can show financial benefits to the business
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Pilot Phase – Team Launch (Delivery Track) 
● Team coaching support (15 to 18 weeks elapsed time):

– Agile Team Training 
– 12-stage coaching and facilitation (2 days / week / team)

1) Launch / Reset

2) First Delivery

3) Focus on Reflection

4) Focus on Learning

5) Focus on Planning

6) Focus on Actions

7) Focus on Process

8) Focus on Events/Meetings

9) Removing Obstacles  

10)   Goal Setting

11)   Building Capacity

12)   Culture and Performance

● Deliverables: KPIs and OKRs Improvements and Agile Transformation Scalable Plan
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Pilot Pricing
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Pilot Phase Pricing
● Total price: CA$410,000 + expenses and applicable taxes

– Assessment Track: CA$50,000 + expenses and applicable taxes

– Delivery Track: CA$120,000/team + expenses and applicable taxes (3 teams)

● Pilot Phase Billing Milestones:
– Assessment Track:

● Delivery of Playbook v0.1, CA$5,000
● Delivery of Playbook v0.5, CA$15,000
● Delivery of Playbook v0.9, CA$15,000
● Delivery of Playbook v1.0 and delivery of Executive presentation, CA$15,000

– Delivery Track:
● Team Benchmark Assessment and Training Delivered, CA$30,000/team
● Steps 1 to 4 Delivered, CA$30,000/team
● Steps 5 to 8 Delivered, CA$30,000/team
● Steps 9 to 12 Delivered, CA$30,000/team
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Case Studies / Testimonials



Case Study 1: Real Agility™ Program in IT
Equitable Life Case Study

Cam Crosbie, the Chief Information Officer of Equitable Life, asked BERTEIG to help with an Agile 
adoption. Equitable Life struggled with slow time to market, quality issues, and intense competition 
in the insurance industry. As a mid-size Canadian insurance company that had been around for 
decades, they also had problems due to extremely old IT systems. Equitable Life had no prior 
experience with Agile methods, and few of their leadership or staff had Agile experience from 
other organizations. Cam contacted BERTEIG and requested management consulting and Agile 
coaching help to solve these business problems.

Real Agility Assessment Track

The Real Agility Assessment Track provides baseline and ongoing measurement of both business-
relevant and Agile-specific key performance indicators. Generally speaking, these KPIs fall into 
categories related to return on investment, time to market, customer satisfaction, quality, and 
employee happiness.

Cam supported our consultants with a rapid initial assessment that included interviews, group 
workshops, and artifact reviews. BERTEIG examined general business conditions and conditions 
specific to organizational and team agility. BERTEIG also helped Cam establish methods to 
continue the tracking of key metrics.

As CIO, Cam was able to bring the other executives at Equitable Life into several key workshops 
including a standard SWOT analysis and value stream mapping, and some specific workshops 
about organizational culture and policies that either hinder or support Real Agility. During the initial 
assessment, the executives were also briefed on their key responsibilities in supporting an Agile 
transformation.

The key findings of the assessment included:

● Average lead time of 6 to 8 months for simple product changes
● 3 Years of accumulated approved work in the project portfolio for IT
● 12 to 15 production quality issues discovered monthly
● Extreme levels of bureaucracy given the size of the organization

At the end of the first month of the transformation process, BERTEIG delivered a detailed 
“playbook” based on the initial assessment and our expert analysis. Cam used this playbook and 
our further coaching and training support to successfully transform Equitable to a high-
performance organization.

Real Agility Delivery Track

The Real Agility Delivery Track is a customized program to help teams doing project, product or 
program work to achieve a high level of performance measured by lead time, productivity and 
quality. The Delivery Track usually lasts three to nine months depending on the amount of support 
each team needs. Again, in the case of Equitable, the executive support of the teams was 
exceptional which allowed all the delivery teams to achieve great results with relatively short-term 
external coaching support.

BERTEIG provided coaching at first to one pilot team and then to a few more teams as the 
transformation progressed. These delivery teams were IT-focused but with some business 
members as well to create cross-functional, multi-skilled teams. Each team received training and 
focused assistance in launching as an Agile team. Equitable called these teams Work Cell Teams 
to represent the idea that every team was able to do any type of project/product work.

The membership of each WCT was stable so when a team completed a project, they would get a 
new one from the portfolio. A key reason for the team stability was to enable teams to progress 
through stages of team development and get to a high-performance state. Every WCT was able to 
achieve this state.

After six months of coaching from BERTEIG, all WCTs were showing measurable improvements. 
BERTEIG provided some follow-up coaching and training to individuals and teams for another year 
after the initial intensive six months.

Results

Equitable achieved industry-leading results. They maintained a zero defect rate, accelerated to 3x 
faster time-to-market and high-performance teams. The dramatic improvements in speed were the 
direct result of the 18-month program.

 “After 18 months of practising with seven projects, we were able to do the Term Re-Price project 
again in just 37% of the time compared to our baseline. And defects don’t leave our development 
teams… we have zero defects in production.” 
– Cam Crosbie, Chief Information Officer



“There has not been one customer incident call related to this last release. Â This is our best release ever!”
- Jeff Woolcock, Chief Sales Officer, TRADER

Driving Performance with REALagility

TRADER Corporation is the leading digital player in Canadian automotive. It boasts the top marketplaces 
autoTRADER.ca and autoHEBDO.net, which cumulatively generate 17.7 million visits each month.

TRADER helps consumers find the cars they want with the largest inventory of used and new cars available in 
Canada, and encourages better vehicle buying decisions through helpful reviews, buyers guides, pricing tools, 
and more.

TRADER accelerates dealers ability to market and manage their inventory through a powerful suite of solutions 
that we call the “TRADER Advantage” with leading Marketplaces, Web Solutions, Web Traffic, Inventory 
Management, Conversion Tools, and industry-leading customer service.

Partnering with global leaders, TRADER delivers best-in-class digital web, advertising and inventory 
management solutions to help accelerate business performance of dealers across Canada. With REALagility, 
development lead time improved from 34 days to 11 days, critical defects were reduced by 71%, and TRADER 
customers are happier than ever. This improvement was the direct result of the guidance from and 
collaboration with four BERTEIG certified REALagility consultants within just five months.

COMPETING PRIORITIES

CRISIS
THE PROBLEM: TRADER needed to migrate from an old technology platform to a new one in order to stay 
competitive. Â The old platform had critical problems that were getting worse day by day. Sales depended on 
keeping promises that could only be met with the new platform. The teams were struggling to deliver quality 
results in a timely fashion. Some leaders in the organization were near-panic due to the existential threat this 
crisis was exposing.
THE SOLUTION: BERTEIG introduced customized visual communication tools that allowed executives, 
managers, and all technologists to perform the critical work, almost eliminating defects altogether. For 
example, due to seeing a bottleneck in the work revealed by the techniques from by BERTEIG, theÂ VP of 
engineering improved lead time by 50% over the course of three weeks by temporarily stopping all new feature 
development and implementing quality automation.

LEADERSHIP
THE PROBLEM: A Leadership was top-down, with everyone waiting for someone else to tell them what to do. 
This was partially due to a lack of transparency and visibility of the work being done within the organization. 
Teams were using tools like Jira to collect a lot of data about their work and individuals were devoting a lot of 
time toward analyzing that data. But often, that data wasn’t valuable. There was also a culture of 
competitiveness between teams, causing delays getting features to TRADER customers, with no visibility or 
insight into how to best get work done. Individuals and teams were not empowered to make decisions on the 
priorities.

THE SOLUTION: BERTEIG helped TRADER's leadership become more service-oriented. They were then able to 
identify the service bottlenecks and make necessary adjustments to keep work flowing smoothly. BERTEIG 
empowered everyone to become leaders by proposing solutions and changing the way they worked. BERTEIG 
enabled more unity amongst teams, eliminating the competitiveness and aligning them towards common 
goals. Transparency improved, allowing everyone to see the big picture clearly and work together to improve 
delivery.

THE BERTEIG DIFFERENCE
BERTEIG sent a team of agile consultants to TRADER's Toronto and Vancouver offices. They worked closely 
with both the executives and staff over the course of five months.

Over the life of this partnership, BERTEIG delivered four key pieces integral to TRADER's rapid improvement:

Assessment: a three-week program that included a cultural survey, interviews and workshops with TRADER 
staff to gather information about the state of the business and the challenges within. BERTEIG then made 
recommendations based on those results.

Leadership training: using various agile practices, BERTEIG showed TRADER leadership how to think about the 
work they’re doing in the form of services and develop techniques to visualize and manage that work to 
maximize flow within the organization.

Team training: BERTEIG helped TRADER staff to understand how their teams can remain focused on 
a continuously delivering value to their customers by removing wasteful activities. BERTEIG also provided 
technical training to help improve the quality of the work being delivered.
Coaching: BERTEIG consultants coached leaders, teams and individuals at all levels to apply the training and 
develop a greater sense of unity within the organization.

RESULTS
Learn more about the REAL Agility Program: Delivery Track at: 
https://cdn.berteig.com/agile-coaching/real-agility-program-delivery-track/

BERTEIG provided Trader with consulting, coaching and training for process, teamwork and technical practices 
at the delivery and management levels. Through that work, Trader achieved measurable results key to their 
success as a business. The main phase of that work lasted five months.

From the start of our assessment to the end of the main phase of coaching and training, Trader saw a 67% 
improvement in lead time on committed work (34 days to 11 days) and a substantial reduction in 
defects. Overall defect rates per month reduced by 57%, and critical defects reduced by 71%.

Case Study 2: Real Agility™ Program Delivery Track

https://cdn.berteig.com/agile-coaching/real-agility-program-delivery-track/


“At the six-month point in adoption of REALagility, the team was united in their vision, and 
had come to a point of capacity that no one had imagined.”�
- Darin, Supervisor at Suncor

Unearthing Profits with REALagility

Suncor is a pioneer in the commercial development of Canada’s oil sands. It is now a 
globally competitive integrated energy company. Suncor brings in an annual revenue 
exceeding $29 billion. After its merger with Petro Canada in 2013, Suncor became the 
second-largest company in Canada with more than 13,000 employees worldwide. In a 
competitive market and tough economy, Suncor’s mining projects division was under 
pressure to deliver more with less. 

Turning to BERTEIG’s REALagility Program, they were able to achieve more than their 
original goals.

Within one year of implementation, BERTEIG’s proprietary REALagility program exceeded 
expectations earning ten million dollars in cost savings. This surplus was the direct result 
of the guidance from and collaboration with a BERTEIG certified REALagility consultant.

Key Business Benefits Identified

REWORK
THE PROBLEM: Suncor operates 24 hours a day, 365 days a year. The oilsands mining 
project department works in 12-hour shifts with a “crossover” of people every shift 
change. This crossover is a crucial moment for everyone to communicate about status of 
work on the mine site, but it is costly because machines are left idle during this time. 

Lengthy and chaotic crossovers caused huge amounts of rework due to gaps in co-
ordination. One shift would start some work, but the following shift, not knowing any 
better, would undo that work and start something else. This was costing the company 
millions of dollars every year.

THE SOLUTION: BERTEIG introduced customized visual communication tools that allowed 
project supervisors, shift supervisors, and all staff and contractors to perform the 
crossover faster and with better communication, almost eliminating rework altogether. 
For example, two supervisors saved $50,000 by avoiding a few hours of rework that would 
be typical of their old way of working.

CRISIS
THE PROBLEM: Suncor’s mine site is open to the elements. Every time it snowed, the 
400-ton-capacity haul trucks had to be stopped for safety reasons. A single haul 
truck of oilsand typically produced 200 barrels of oil, and there are up to 600 loads a 
day! The mining projects department was tasked with cleaning up snow and helping 
the mine site recover from significant weather-related events. Cleanup typically 
lasted over 24 hours and resulted in up to $5 million dollars of lost revenue per day.

THE SOLUTION: BERTEIG introduced systematic continuous improvement tools that 
allowed the mining projects’ superintendent and his supervisors to speed up crisis 
recovery time from over a day to as little as a few hours. This improvement saved 
Suncor from losing hundreds of millions in revenue in just a year.

CONFLICT
THE PROBLEM: Supervisors were in constant conflict about how to get things done, 
who needed to do what, and what the department’s priorities were. This conflict was 
so bad that it was causing health problems and absenteeism, and was indirectly 
linked to safety and quality issues such as getting the right amount of limestone to a 
new site road at the right time. Leadership time was required to resolve these 
problems, distracting them from strategic planning and business improvement 
activities.

THE SOLUTION: BERTEIG introduced advanced teamwork techniques and coached 
the superintendent and his supervisors to form a high-performance management 
team. Truthfulness and love replaced politics and conflict, and led to one team 
member wanting to delay his retirement, saying “I love my work for the first time in 
30 years!”�

Since the implementation of a 6-month REALagility program, Suncor’s mining 
projects department saved $10M/yr in operating costs, prevented $100M/yr of work 
stoppages, and created team cohesion where managers and staff loved their work 
again.�

Case Study 3: Real Agility™ Program – Creating High Performance Teams



“Technology is not easily translated into something the business can understand. Now, 
we’ve created a culture of transparency. The work our departments do has become a 
conversation piece.”
- Neeraj Mathur, Vice President, Business Intelligence & Information Technology

Finding the Lasting Cure with REALagility

SickKids Foundation has been leading the fight for children’s health since 1875. In the 
fiscal year ending March 31, 2016, SickKids Foundation had annual revenue and 
investment income of $823.8 million.

SickKids Foundation works in an incredibly demanding sector. The organization closely 
manages funds to ensure all decisions are evidence-based and align with the hospital’s 
strategic priorities. Every department is under pressure to prove productivity and value. 
Working at capacity and feeling overwhelmed, the Information Technology (IT) and 
Business Intelligence (BI) departments felt spread too thin and challenged to measure 
value. 

That was before they turned to BERTEIG.

Within 6 months of implementation, BERTEIG’s proprietary REALagility program 
empowered the IT and BI departments toÂ produce real, tangible business results, 
benefiting the entire organization.

Creating a Stress-Free Strategy Roadmap

THE PROBLEM: SickKids Foundation’s IT and BI departments operated with an “order-
taking” mentality, with a “first-come, first-served” queue resulting in an ever-mounting to-
do list, disconnected from key strategic priorities. Furthermore, there was little visibility 
and awareness of the teams’ activities, resulting in employees feeling undervalued and 
stressed and upper management feeling isolated from both impediments and 
accomplishments.

THE SOLUTION: BERTEIG facilitated a series of 12 workshops for VPs, senior staff, 
directors, associate directors, key fundraisers, and other stakeholders. Through this 
strategic planning exercise, SickKids Foundation co-created a 2-year roadmap between 
BI and IT that would later be divided into features and functions managed through the 
rollout of an Agile work system. This process unified teams, prioritized strategy and 
changed the way IT communicated internally and reported externally.

The Business Value of Metrics

THE PROBLEM: The IT and BI teams were constantly inundated with requests from all 
areas of the business. At any one time, there could be more than 500 requests in the 
queue with no process to prioritize. Adding to the team’s frustration was an inability to 
provide senior management with sufficient progress updates on strategic items that they 
rarely had the time to address while jumping from task to task.

THE SOLUTION: BERTEIG activated a visual and tangible work system, successfully 
demonstrating the value of the IT and BI departments to upper management. The system 
classified work into three categories: daily work, maintenance work and strategic project 
work. 

Today, the team has a real sense of work being accomplished for the business and can 
report back to senior management, in regards to all 3 areas, on a monthly basis. With the 
support of BERTEIG, SickKids Foundation now operates with a process that allows teams 
to complete projects from start to finish and demonstrates their accomplishment to 
leadership before they move to another roadmapped task.

Culture Therapy for a Happy and Accomplished Team

THE PROBLEM: Expectations set by senior management often surpassed the capacity of 
the IT and BI departments. With so much on the go, many projects were left open and 
incomplete leaving the team feeling unaccomplished after a full day’s work.

THE SOLUTION: Using a wall in the IT area as a form of visual management, BERTEIG and 
the SickKids Foundation created a ticket system to display the work in progress. This 
tangible reference in a world of digital intangibles helped the team stay focused, on track 
and eager to see work progress. Today, because of this strategy, capacity issues are 
visible and can be addressed before starting a project, actively preventing unmet 
expectations.

“REALagility has positioned our department for success. As a result of working side by side 
with our onsite BERTEIG consultants, our team has become self-sufficient. BERTEIG helped 
the SickKids Foundation fuel aÂ happier, more accomplished workforce.”
- Neeraj Mathur, Vice President, Business Intelligence & Information Technology

Case Study 4: Real Agility™ Program – Bringing Visibility and Priority to the “Work”



Scotiabank Agile Coaching Academy 
https://youtu.be/LHNUTa3_rSk

Summary
Thirteen elite Agile coaches / senior managers graduated from the Real Agility™ Management Track.  Their 
personal transformation and the real results each has had in creating a better work environment for their staff 
and colleagues has emerged over the two-year-long program.  Over four hundred additional participants in our 
learning events including Scrum, Kanban and Scaled Agile are transforming the business.

“The Management Track has been transformative, and humbling, and exciting all at the same time... It’s a tough 
competitive market out there, and it’s very important to be investing in future leaders.  The Management Track 
really does that.  It prepares leaders for the future.”
– Massimo Raimondi, Senior Manager of Development

See a powerful testimonial from Scotiabank:
https://youtu.be/twI8ulX_zdw

Case Study 5 (Video): Real Agility™ Program – Management Track

https://youtu.be/LHNUTa3_rSk
https://youtu.be/twI8ulX_zdw
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Berteig Team
Mishkin Berteig, Chief Executive Officer

Select Client List:

● Banking: Scotiabank, RBC, BMO, TD Canada Trust, CIBC, HomeTrust, Capital One, Charles 
Schwab, Key Bank

● Energy/Resources: Schlumberger, Bruce Power, Suncor Energy, Geosoft
● Insurance: Great West Life, Liberty Mutual, Equitable Ins., Empire Life, Economical Ins. 

Group.
● Telecom: Ericsson, Blackberry, Siemens, Telus, Rogers, Bell, Nortel
● Media: Globe and Mail, Shaw Media, ZU, Canoe.ca, CBC, Glacier Media, Post Media, TV 

Ontario, Comcast
● Loyalty: LoyaltyOne, AIMIA, Points.com, Empathica
● Technology: Adobe, Blueprint, Freshbooks, Intuit, Irdeto, Kijiji, MyPlanet Digital, OpenText
● Education: Xello/Career Cruising, Desire2Learn, Queens University, University of Guelph
● Government: Government of Canada, Government of Ontario, City of Fort McMurray 

Royal Canadian Mint, Veterans Affairs Canada
● Other: App Annie, Modernizing Medicine, Trader.ca, D+H, Workopolis, 407ETR, British 

Counsel, PHH, Ganz, RWDI, General Motors
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Berteig Team
Certifications and Accreditations:

● Certified Scrum Trainer® 
● Path to CSP Educator®
● CSP-PO
● CSP-SM 
● SAFe Program Consultant
● ICAgile Authorized Instructor, ICAgile Certified Professional (ICP)
● Leadership Circle Profile Certified
● Master of OpenAgile
● Team Kanban Practitioner
● BSc, Computational Science

Experience Summary

● Over 23 years practising, managing and coaching Agile Process and Development
● Over 16 years experience teaching Scrum (and Agile) in a classroom
● Over 13 years experience applying Agile outside of software environments

Read Full Bio: https://cdn.berteig.com/team-member/mishkin-berteig/ 
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Berteig Team
David Vicentin, Senior Agile/Lean Consultant, Lean Six Sigma Master Blackbelt

Select Client List:

● Financial Services: Concentra, HSBC, Mastercard, Scotiabank, Great West Life, HOOPP
● Automotive: Rolls Royce, Trader.ca, Alberta Motor Association (AMA)
● Healthcare: Sick Kids Foundation, Canadian Institute for Health Information (CIHI)
● Other: Coca-Cola, LoyaltyOne, SITA, Acquire Agency, Kube, ROCHE
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Berteig Team
Certifications and Accreditations:

● ICAgile Authorized Instructor, ICAgile Certified Professional (ICP)
● Team Kanban Practitioner (TKP), Kanban Management Professional (KMP)
● Certified Scrum Professional (CSP-SM), Advanced Certified Scrum Product Owner (A-CSPO)
● Lean Six Sigma Master Black Belt (LSSMBB), Design Thinking Trainer (DTT)
● Leadership Circle Profile (LCP), Agile Certified Practitioner (PMI-ACP)
● BSc. Production Engineering (POLI-USP), Master in Finance and Economics (Fundacao 

Getulio Vargas – FGV)

Experience Summary

● Over 15 years’ experience in design and delivery consulting and training of Lean Six Sigma 
and Agile Methods.

Read Full Bio: https://cdn.berteig.com/team-member/david-vicentin
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Berteig Team
Jerry Doucett, Senior Consultant and Instructor, Accredited Kanban Trainer, SAFe Program 
Consultant

Select Client List:

● Financial Services: Royal Bank of Canada, Royal Trust, Scotiabank, BMO, GFSA, 
Concentra

● Insurance: London Life Insurance, Great West Life Insurance,  Canada Life
● Energy: Hydro One, Toronto Hydro, North York Hydro, SPL Worldgroup
● Other: Carbonite (EVault), Deloitte, TELUS, Canadian Tire, Pitney Bowes, MapInfo 

Corporation,  ESI Canada, DigiMap, ExtenSys, General Motors, LoyaltyOne (AirMiles 
Corporation), Sick Kids Foundation
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Berteig Team
Certifications and Accreditations:

● Licensed Scrum Trainer (LST)
● Accredited Kanban Trainer (AKT)
● Project Management Professional (PMI-PMP)
● Scrum Alliance® Registered Education Provider 
● Certified Scrum Professional (CSP-SM)
● Certified Scrum Product Owner (CSPO)
● Certified Scrum Developer(CSD)
● Prosci ADKAR® Change Management Professional
● ICAgile Authorized Instructor, ICAgile Certified Professional (ICP)

Experience Summary

● Over 29 years in software and process development initiatives
● Over 19 years in applying project management practices
● Over 13 years assisting organizations to leverage Agile and Lean approaches
● Over 12 years assisting enterprise Agile transformations

Read Full Bio: https://cdn.berteig.com/team-member/jerry-doucett/
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Berteig Team
Pedram Malek, Senior Agile Coach and Trainer, CSD, CSP

Select Client List:

● Finance: Scotiabank. First National Bank, CIBC
● Automotive Retail: autoTrader, Carfax
● Government: CIHI (Canadian Institute of Health Information)
● Telecom: Bell Media, Bell Canada
● Other: Infor, SCI Marketview
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Berteig Team
Certifications and Accreditations

● ICAgile Authorized Instructor, ICAgile Certified Professional (ICP)
● Certified Scrum Professional (CSP-SM), Certified Scrum Developer (CSD), Certified 

Product Owner (CSPO)
● Kanban Management Professional (KMP), Team Kanban Practitioner (TKP),
● Leading SAFe
● BSc. in Computer Sciences

Experience Summary

● 15 years experience delivering technical solutions
● 8 years experience leading teams
● 12 years experience applying Agile engineering techniques

Read Full Bio here: https://cdn.berteig.com/team-member/pedram-malek
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Assessment Track
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Assessment Track Overview
● The Real Agility™ Assessment Track is a systematic approach to identify the deepest financial 

and human challenges: lack of cultural agility. 

● It uncovers the gaps between what leaders think and what staff think to return your organization 
to innovative market leadership. Using the assessment, BERTEIG gives you the data which 
shows you exactly what human hurdles are holding back your business.

● The Assessment Track has been tested and refined since it was first used in 2004 at Capital 
One.

● The Assessment Track has 5 outcomes: In-depth analysis on current state, strategic advice on 
taking your transformation to the next level, specific lines of action, customized versions of the 
Real Agility™ Program tracks and recommendations to accelerate transformation

● The Assessment Track is part of the larger Real Agility™ Program that also includes the Delivery, 
Management and Leadership Tracks.
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Assessment Track Benefits
● In-depth analysis of assessment results on current state

● Strategic advice on taking your transformation to the next level, including 
expected business results

● Specific lines of action you can embark upon internally without outside 
coaching or consulting support

● Customized versions of the Real Agility™ Program tracks with full 
facilitators’ manuals designed for your internal coaches to execute

● Recommendations for coaching and training support from BERTEIG to 
accelerate your transformation
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The Assessment Track Includes:

1) Real Agility™ Assessment survey

2) 1-on-1 Interviews and workshops

3) Current state KPI’s and documentation review

4) Playbook review with key stakeholders

5) Playbook/Executive Summary presentation
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Real Agility™ Assessment survey

IMPROVEMENT CULTURE
How well do your people take the 
initiative to improve?

URGENCY CULTURE
Do your people care about delivering 
results now and not later?

TEAMWORK CULTURE
Do your people share a strong mutual 
commitment?

FOCUS CULTURE
Can your people focus on their work 
without task switching or interruptions?

VISION CULTURE
Are the people in your company united 
around a common vision?

The report generated reveals the soul of your 
current culture, grounded in real, actionable 
data to improve on the problem areas unique 
to your organization.
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1-on-1 Interviews and workshops
● BERTEIG conducts 10+ interviews and 10+ workshops (all virtual) with the organization 

leadership, stakeholders and staff.

● There will be team’s assessment workshops, plus a number of additional workshop topics 
from the list below that are based on the results of the RAA.

● Examples of possible workshops:
– value-stream mapping,

– technology and technical agility,

– end-to-end service review,

– SWOT analysis,

– leadership agility assessment,

– team-level skills matrix.
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Current state KPI’s and documentation review

1) Current strategy and vision review

2) Organizational Structure

3) Project allocation capacity

4) KPIs and OKRs review
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Playbook review with key stakeholders

● Playbook V0.1 -  RAA Survey results

● Playbook V0.5 -  Previous version + Interview and workshop 
results

● Playbook V0.9 -  Previous version + Documentation review

● Playbook V1.0 -  Final Version
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The Playbook

● BERTEIG delivers a report or  “Real Agility Playbook” that 
provides:
– Raw data and data summaries (anonymized)

– In-depth analysis of assessment results on current state

– Assessment of your change readiness and resilience
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The Playbook (cont.)

● BERTEIG delivers a report or  “Real Agility Playbook” that provides:
– Strategic advice on taking your transformation to the next level:

● culture change initiatives
● leadership growth opportunities
● customized Agile methods & techniques
● systemic efficiency improvements
● internal informal communities
● tools and technology recommendations
● expected business results
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The Playbook (cont.)

● BERTEIG delivers a report or  “Real Agility Playbook” that provides:
– Specific lines of action you can embark upon internally without outside 

coaching or consulting support
● executive leadership actions
● management techniques and skills
● team development
● governance and process changes

– Recommendations for coaching and training support from BERTEIG to 
accelerate your transformation
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Assessment Track Logistics

● Delivered virtually

● Milestone-based billing

● Client single point of contact 
for workshops and 1-on-1 
scheduling

● Single point of contact to 
provide documentation and 
metrics

● SLT engaged
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Assessment Track Timeline

1) Real Agility™ Assessment survey

2) 1-on-1 Interviews and workshops

3) Documentation review

4) Playbook review with key stakeholders

5) Playbook/Executive Summary presentation
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Real Agility™
Delivery Track
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Delivery Track Overview
● The Real Agility™ Delivery Track is a systematic agile team coaching 

program for helping teams delivering work product (e.g. projects, 
products, services, operations) to achieve a high level of agility.

● The Delivery Track has been tested and refined since it was first used in 
2005 at Capital One.

● The Delivery Track has a preparation stage and then runs through twelve 
steps on a one or two-week cadence.

● The Delivery Track is part of the larger Real Agility™ Program that also 
includes the Assessment, Management and Leadership Tracks.
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Delivery Track Benefits

● Improve team performance as measured by:
– Higher business return on labour investment

– Shorter lead time for delivery

– Reduced defect rates

– Happier team stakeholders and team members

● Typically the Delivery Track provides a 10:1 ROI within the first 
year following your investment
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The Delivery Track Includes:

● Benchmark Assessment

● Training Support

● Management Support

● Team Coaching Support
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Benchmark Assessment

● Team Level Real Agility Assessment benchmark (RAA)

● Client KPIs (current state and near history)

● Real Agility Personal Aptitude

● In-depth team discovery workshop
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Training Support

● 2-day “Introductory” training for the team

● 2-day “Team Facilitator” training for the team lead(s)

● 2-day “Business Agility” training for the business lead(s)
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Management Support

● Team engagement and communication support

● Weekly or bi-weekly stakeholder briefings

● Advisory support as-needed

● Stage-based KPIs
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Team Coaching Support

● 12-step coaching program with each step including:
– Team workshop

– Planning session

– Execution support

● On-demand 1-on-1 coaching for team members
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Team Coaching Support – Program Steps

1) Launch/Reset

2) First Delivery

3) Focus on Reflection

4) Focus on Learning

5) Focus on Planning

6) Focus on Action

7) Focus on Process

8) Focus on Events/Meetings

9) Removing Obstacles

10)Goal Setting

11)Building Capacity

12)Culture and Performance
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Delivery Track Logistics

● Delivered virtually

● Milestone-based billing

● Team size: 5 to 11 people

● Unlimited stakeholders

● Clear business objective

● Stable team membership

● No part-time members

● No “shared resources”
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Real Agility™
Management Track
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Management Track Overview
● The Real Agility™ Management Track is a systematic educational 

program to help managers become agile coaches who will advance and 
sustain the transformation in the organization.

● The Management Track has been tested and refined since it was first 
used in 2005 at Capital One.

● The Management Track has 5 milestones: Cohort Selection, Practitioner 
I, Practitioner II, Senior Agile Coach and Master Agile Coach.

● The Management Track is part of the larger Real Agility™ Program that 
also includes the Assessment, Delivery and Leadership Tracks.
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Management Track Benefits
● For your organization:

– Sustainable transformation with a growing community of expert practitioners

– Growing business and technical agility

– Bottom and top-line benefits (details in the Financials section later)

● For the participants:
– A Masters-level education in Agility

– Organizational recognition of expertise and position

– Up to 120 PMI PDUs from the program sessions

– Industry-recognized certifications (see appendix for details)
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The Management Track Includes:

1) Cohort selection: becoming a participant

2) Practitioner I Agile Coach – ready for the real world

3) Practitioner II Agile Coach – ready for challenges

4) Senior Agile Coach – ready to mentor other coaches

5) Master Agile Coach – ready to run the Agile Coach Academy 
for new cohorts
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Program Milestones

10 weeks 10 weeks 20 weeks 40 weeks

1 2 3 4 5

Cohort
Selection

Senior
Agile Coach

Practitioner I
Agile Coach

Practitioner II
Agile Coach

Master
Agile Coach

Practicum Co-Facilitation
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Milestone 1: Commitment

● The program is 40+ weeks in duration to “Senior” and 80+ 
weeks to “Master”

● Participants must have 2 full work days per week available for 
the program, and must be present for 1 day per week of the 
program

● Sponsors must fully support all participants in the program

● Participants must successfully complete activities and other 
assignments to graduate
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Milestone 1: Cohort Selection

1) Invitation for eligible managers to apply

2) Experience filtering

3) Candidate coaching profile evaluation

4) Cohort composition by ranking

5) Candidate and sponsor commitment
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Milestone 2: Practitioner I Agile Coach

● After 10 steps of the program, successful participants receive 
an “Practitioner I Agile Coach” certificate

● Expected to:
– Work as a coach for a single agile team under the supervision of a 

Senior coach using a structured team development program

– Continue to the next stage of the program leading to Practitioner II
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Milestone 2: Practitioner I Agile Coach Learning Topics

1) Real Agility Conceptual 
Framework

2) Agile and Software Dev.

3) Corporate Culture and Agility

4) Complex Systems

5) Team Agility

6) Teams and Resources

7) Intro to Mentoring & Training

8) Intro to Facilitation

9) Intro to Coaching & 
Retrospectives

10)Coaching Delivery Teams
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Milestone 3: Practitioner II Agile Coach

● After an additional 10 steps (20 in total), successful 
participants receive a “Practitioner II Agile Coach” certificate

● Expected to:
– Work independently with multiple agile teams simultaneously

– Work with agile teams in crisis or non-ideal environments

● May apply to the next stage of the program leading to Senior 
level (limited spots available)
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Milestone 3: Practitioner II Agile Coach Learning Topics

1) Intro to Systems Thinking

2) Systems Thinking In-Depth

3) Scrum and High-
Performance Teams

4) Dealing with Crisis and 
Conflict

5) Customer Focus

6) Facilitating Organizational 
Change

7) Lean and Continuous 
Improvement

8) Org. Change In-Depth

9) Learning and Motivation

10) Flow of Value
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Milestone 4: Senior Agile Coach
● After an additional 20 steps (40 in total), successful participants receive a 

“Senior Agile Coach” certificate

● Expected to:
– Lead departmental agile adoptions and coach large-scale agile delivery programs

– Mentor Apprentice coaches

● May apply to the next level of the program leading to “Master” status 
(limited spots available) 
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Milestone 4: Senior Agile Coach Learning Topics
1) Large-Scale Agility

2) VUCA and Large Orgs

3) The Agile Ecosystem

4) Leading Change

5) Revisit Core Agile Methods

6) Change and Community

7) Business Agility

8) Rational Economics and Mgmt.

9) Changing Corporate Culture

10)  Avoiding Bias

11)  Communicating Change

12)  Innovation and VUCA

13)  Change and Governance

14)  Systems Thinking and Governance

15)  Learning Organizations

16)  Competition and Culture

17)  Complexity and Culture

18)  Customizing Team Development

19)  Customizing Transformation

20)  Leading to Real Agility
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Milestone 5: Master Agile Coach

● This stage requires Senior coaches to apply for limited spots

● Participants achieve Master after successfully co-facilitating 
the entire 40 step program with a new cohort

● Expected to:
– Launch and lead the Real Agility™ Management Track with new 

cohorts

– Train new Master coaches
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Financials – Net Savings per Senior Coach

Net savings of internal staff coach vs. contract coach

● Cost per candidate: $30,000 tuition, $50,000 time investment 
($625/day, 80 days in program)

● Premium for contract coaches: $275,000 ($2000-625/day, 200 
day work-year)

● Savings per year: $195,000/graduate
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Financials – Net Benefit per Senior Coach

Net benefit of coach for 50-person dept/program, conservative 10% efficiency 
improvement from coach

● Dept. labour cost: $7.5M/yr

● Allocation to value before coach: $2.25M/yr (30% current efficiency)

● Dept. Value delivery before coach: $9.0M/yr (20% net profit)

● Allocation to value after coach: $3.0M/yr (40% resulting efficiency)

● Value delivery incremental improvement: 33%

● Dept. Value delivery after coach: $12.0M/yr

● Net benefit of coach per year: $3.0M
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Management Track Logistics

● Delivered virtually

● Milestone-based billing

● Cohort size: 12 to 24 people

● Limited audit spots

● Clear leadership support

● Written commitment

● No part-time members
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Real Agility™
Leadership Track
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Leadership Track Overview
● The Real Agility™ Leadership Track is a systematic leadership development 

program for helping organizations do strategic transformations and culture 
change towards a high level of agility. 

● The Leadership Track has been tested and refined since it was first used at 
AIMIA in 2012.

● The Leadership Track starts with leadership assessment and training and then 
runs for twelves months with monthly workshops and ongoing 1-on-1 
coaching.

● The Leadership Track is part of the larger Real Agility™ Program that also 
includes the Assessment, Delivery and Management Tracks.
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Leadership Track Benefits

● Improve organizational agility as measured by:
– Leadership decision-making speed

– Improved vision, focus, teamwork, urgency, and improvement culture 

● The Leadership Track is essential to create truly transformative 
results in an organization
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The Leadership Track Includes

● Leadership Circle Profile assessment

● Real Agility™ Assessment for organizational agility

● Leadership Agility training

● Monthly leadership workshops

● 1-on-1 leadership coaching sessions
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Leadership Circle Profile Assessment

● Independent, statistically significant 360° leadership 
capabilities assessment

● Private results for each member of the senior leadership team

● Leadership Circle Profile results 90-minute debriefing
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Real Agility™ Assessment 

● Proprietary survey and expert-system analysis of results

● Organizational culture factors that support agility or hinder 
agility

● Clear leadership action items identified

● Absolute and percentile scoring on five cultural agility 
indicators vs. other organizations
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Leadership Agility Training

● Intensive leadership mindset reset

● Simulation and practical exercises

● Three days with expert facilitator and leadership agility coach 
Mishkin Berteig

● Outcome: clear leadership vision for organizational 
transformation
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Monthly Leadership Workshops

● 12-step training program with each step including:
– Case study exercise

– Hyper-focused practical techniques

– Action items for immediate implementation

● Each workshop is 3 hours in duration
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Monthly Leadership Workshops - Topics

1) Leadership Agility Mindset

2) Urgency, Culture and Change

3) Success, Failure and Change

4) Change Adoption Curve

5) Focus on Planning

6) Knowing-Doing Gap

7) Enterprise Obstacles

8) Scaling / Large Efforts

9) Managing Risk

10)HR, Finance, Legal Agility

11)Leadership Pitfalls

12)Integral Leadership Agility
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Leadership Track Logistics

● Delivered virtually

● Monthly fixed-price billing

● SLT size: up to 15 people

● SLT member commitment

● Stable team membership
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Transform Your Business

Transform Your Business

© 2021, Berteig Consulting Inc.

sales@berteig.com  1-800-215-2314  
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